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ear Commonwealth Corps
Members, Host Site Partners,
Alumni, and friends.
Having passed the halfway point of
the program year, the Massachusetts
Service Alliance (MSA) is excited to
celebrate all that our Commonwealth
Corps Members and Host Site Partners
have accomplished so far and the
many ways that our members have
grown and developed new skills.

The MSA team volunteered with youth and
staff at More Than Words in January. CC
Member Alex Buonfiglio, second from top
left, helped facilitate the event.

As of mid-February, our members have
given 25,000 hours of service, impacting over 5,300 individuals around education,
health, workforce development, and youth development (additional impact on p. 12).
This month, Members received the “letters to self” they wrote at August’s orientation,
with reminders about where their heads were then, how they wanted to grow and
create positive change, and pieces of inspiration for the remainder of the term. In our
January trainings, we focused on helping members get the most out of the months to
come and on preparing to sustain their service at their host sites and their own
individual growth and development in their next career and education steps. Members
have been honing and demonstrating their skills through their direct service and
capacity building, documenting them via career tools from MSA, and building new
ones as they lead webinars and trainings for the rest of the Corps.
We are currently accepting host site applications for 2016-2017 (see p. 9) and can’t
wait to see what the next 5 months will bring for this year’s Corps. Sincerely,
Susie Flug, Commonwealth Corps Program Manager and
Amy Mulvena, Commonwealth Corps Program Assistant

Commonwealth Corps Members in Action:

January Member and 11
Host Site Development
Stay Connected &
Impact to Date

12

CC Members Becky Buchanan
(left) and Shannon Choquette presenting at a story time for Westport River Watershed Alliance.

Middlesex Community College CC Members (from
left) Gabrielle Medina, Kay Brown, Jenna Engelsen,
and Wes Nay, seen here facilitating a presentation
at Lowell High School in January.
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Program Spotlight:

826 Boston

826 Boston’s Commonwealth Corps
Members (from left to right), William
Marshall and Johnny Sadoff.

826 Boston teaches creative and expository
writing to underserved students ages 6 to 18 and
helps teachers inspire their students to write. Our
mission is to raise a generation of writers.
Our Commonwealth Corps service members help
us by going into underserved public schools in and
around the Roxbury/Dorchester area to partner
with teachers on writing projects in a variety of
subjects, coordinating volunteer visits for writing
projects, and coordinating volunteer tutoring for
workshops and College Essay Boot Camp. This
“Boot Camp” is our once a year one day event
where we help high school students get one on
one support for their college essays.
Throughout our multiyear partnership with the
Commonwealth Corps and MSA, our 6 members
have had, and continue to have, a lasting impact
on the BPS community as well as 826 Boston. CC
Members allow us to bring more volunteers into
more schools, helping reenergize more teachers
and inspire more students to love writing.
CC members Will Marshall and Johnny Sadoff are
awesome--so awesome, in fact, they actually
earned 826 Boston’s In Schools Team the
nickname “Team Awesome” due to the record
smashing College Essay Boot Camp event they
coordinated, with us, in October. We had more
than double the number of students from our
previous years, and it was all due to Johnny and
Will’s wonderful recruitment techniques.
Because of Johnny and Will, young students from

public schools in Boston will get into the colleges
of their dreams--and we’re set to help even
more
students
next
year.
Having
Commonwealth Corps Members has allowed
826 Boston to expand our O’Bryant High School
Writers’ Room to the point where we are ready
to add another Writers’ Room at a different
school in the fall.
Will is doing an amazing job bringing volunteer
tutors into different Boston Public Schools to
support teachers we partner with on their class
writing projects. Because of him, we’re developing
wonderful new relationships at many different
schools and deepening some of our already
existing relationships with teachers and
administrators.
Johnny is helping coordinate volunteers in the
Writers’ Room, 826 Boston’s satellite location in
O’Bryant High School. There, Johnny is forging
relationships with faculty and staff in our partner
organizations and is preparing to present with 826
Boston and our Northeastern University partners
in a panel at the New England Writing Center
Association conference--a great opportunity for
our organization, as well as Johnny’s resume.
We can’t wait to see where “Team Awesome”
takes us and where Johnny and Will end up next
year. We know that no matter what they’re going
to be, well, awesome!
-JoJo Jacobson , 826 Boston In-School Program
Manager

“Johnny is awesome. I love
working when he’s here.”

826 Boston’s
intern, Chanel
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Member Spotlight: John Sadoff
My journey to the
Commonwealth
Corps began 4
years ago, when I
discovered an oasis in the field of
education. I began
volunteering for
826 Boston, a nonprofit writing and
Name: John “Johnny” Sadoff
tutoring
center
Age: 31
that allows stuHost Site: 826 Boston
dents to be creaHometown: Washington, DC
tive and imaginaCurrent city/town: Cambridge, MA tive. I’ve continued
to be passionate
about their mission and wanted to become more involved in their program development. I was drawn
towards the Commonwealth Corps because it allowed
me to be part of an organization that is close to my
heart, while helping to make meaningful change in
education.

I’m particularly proud that our In-Schools Team more
than doubled the amount of students that registered
for College Essay Boot Camp this past year. We accomplished this goal through a concerted, team focused effort.
Additionally, as part of the Rubix Literary magazine at
the O’Bryant High School, we produced a commercial
that incorporated student voiceover and our Writers’
Room Boars Head. Producing this commercial, has
shown me the creative ways that you can engage with
a diverse range of students.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps, I have been
able to serve with an organization that continuously
makes a difference in the lives of students. I have
been fortunate to learn project and volunteer management skills and have been able to serve with a
wonderful, creative and passionate team of hardworking, mission focused, and results orientated individuals. I am looking forward to the opportunity to
continue to serve students in a variety of capacities
and find where my journey of service takes me next.

Member Spotlight: William Marshall
I was introduced
to the Commonwealth
Corps
through
last
years’ 826 Boston’s Commonwealth
Corps
Members, Rachel
and Rebecca. As
an 826 volunName: William “Will” Marshall
teer, I experiAge: 28
enced their dediHost Site: 826 Boston
cation to service
Hometown: Cambridge, MA
firsthand
and
Current city/town: Brighton, MA
was inspired to
submit my application to MSA for this years’ service position. So far, I
could not have asked for a better experience, as it has
been equal parts fun, challenging and rewarding. I
decided to take on this year of service to gain experience in the classroom as well as in the field of education in general.
826 Boston has partnered with Ms. Gersch and her
seniors at the Margarita Muniz Academy (the only
two-way bilingual high school in the state) to publish

a book of recommendations about how to modernize
high school in response to the city’s High School Redesign initiative. I have had the privilege of becoming
a regular presence in Ms. Gersch’s class, even attending Mayor Walsh’s State of the City address with her
and several of her students, and have built positive
relationships with the school administrators, teachers, and students. I also had the pleasure to organize,
along with my fellow CC colleague Johnny, one-time
events such, as College Essay Boot Camp at Northeastern University. This event was one of the most
intensive, but rewarding parts of my service thus far.
We trained almost 100 tutors to provide feedback on
college essays for hundreds of high school juniors and
seniors.
Beyond my tangible accomplishments, my service
with 826 has given me a sense of fulfillment and purpose that I have never experienced in school or within the professional realm. The relationships I have
formed with students, teachers, 826 staff, interns and
service members have helped to lay a solid foundation for my future in education, as I intend on pursuing a full-time teaching career in the BPS system.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps, I feel excited
and prepared for the future.
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Program Spotlight:

YMCA Southcoast Fall River Branch

organize and implement our literacy curriculum,
created a cooking curriculum for grades 3-5, and
supported us in planning special events for children
and families.

Fall River/Southcoast YMCA CC Member, Yvonne
Prevost ( first from left), pictured facilitating a classroom in the YMCA EAC.

The mission of the Fall River/Southcoast YMCA is
the improvement of the spiritual, mental, social,
educational and physical conditions of all persons.
In our Fall River Y, we are specifically fulfilling this
mission by providing high quality and engaging
educational opportunities that help close the
achievement gap for our youth. Aside from the
education director, volunteers provide all services
in our newly established Educational Achievement
Center (EAC). Commonwealth Corps has provided
us with much needed capacity to build and broaden
our parent engagement efforts, as well as develop
and implement meaningful curriculum for the K-7
students in the academic enrichment program. We
are very excited to have the opportunity to be a
host site for Commonwealth Corps and benefit from
not just our members’ contributions but also the
expertise of the Commonwealth Corps leadership.

One goal that she is well on her way to achieving is
creating a curriculum binder that we can use for
years to come in our educational enrichment
program. Having Commonwealth Corps Members
support both our immediate and longer term
programming has added capacity to our very small
team and has helped us grow more quickly than we
would have otherwise.
In light of what our members have contributed to
our organization, it is wonderful for us to be able to
give back and offer professional development
opportunities for them. Since joining us in service,
Yvonne has been able to take part in trainings that
have helped build her technology skills and better
position her to reach her future professional goals,
once her year of service is complete. We are thrilled
that our partnership with Commonwealth Corps has
allowed us to build our capacity to work with more
children, offer greater programming opportunities,
and support our Corps members in meaningful ways.
- Annmarie Sawyer, Fall River YMCA Education
Director

Our CC Curriculum Coordinator, Yvonne Prevost, is
full of enthusiasm, positive energy, expertise, and a
desire to support the children in our community.
Yvonne is very familiar with serving her
“The Y is a mission based organizacommunity and has continued to volunteer
tion, and the capacity and support of
consistently in many capacities within Fall
River, including at our Public Library and St.
the Commonwealth Corps is helping
Ann’s food pantry. We are also fortunate
us meet our mission more fully.”
that Yvonne came to the YMCA with a great
deal of experience and expertise in education
and more specifically working with youth in
education. Since joining our team, she has helped
Annmarie Sawyer
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Member Spotlight: Yvonne Prevost
I chose to serve
at the 'Y' because of their
great effort in
bringing children
and families together. Everyday
there seems to
be more exceptional programing offered to
children
and
Name: Yvonne Prevost
families.
These
Age: 64
programs range
Host Site: YMCA Fall River
from
aqua aeroHometown : Fall River, MA
Zumba,
Current city/town: Fall River, MA bics to
yoga, Teddy Bear
Tea, STEM, nutrition, literacy, and after school programs.
Before joining the Commonwealth Corps I was a volunteer at the Fall River YMCA for the after school
reading and writing Kidzlit program. In addition, I had
previously worked for the YMCA summer program, in
the newly established Education Achievement Center.
Since becoming a Commonwealth Corps member, I
have served on Food and Fun nights, Family Fun
Nights, arranged displays of students' artwork put together in class or in our Maker Space Pro-

gram, and helped with the training and recruitment of
volunteers. We now have almost one-hundred and
twenty students in the after school child care program. These students appreciate and greatly benefit
from the enrichment in language, arts, robotics, culinary arts, newspaper, math, gardening and much
more. Over the past several months, I have been creating and organizing curricula for Kidzlit and Cooking,
featuring a Chefs 4 Life nutrition bingo.
Joining the Y and Commonwealth Corps community
has been an exciting learning experience. I had been a
nurturing mom and PTA volunteer for two decades
before returning to the "outside” professional world.
Although I hold a pre-doctorate in the field of education with over 25 years of teaching experience, updating my technology skills was a must. Through this
experience, I have been able to begin building those
integral computer skills necessary in the 21st century
professional teaching realm.
Because of Commonwealth Corps I have been able
to do much more than I could have ever imagined. I
have been able to cultivate a positive impact and
zeal for learning new skills. I have gained confidence
and have made new connections and friends. I remain sincerely grateful to the staff both at the
YMCA and the Massachusetts Service Alliance for
their continued dedication and support. Many
thanks!

A Day ON Not Off, Members serve in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
CC Members (from left)
Alyssa Barone, Gabby Medina, Jessica Sanon, and
Kay Brown, spent the Saturday before MLK Day with
Project 351.

CC Member Raffi Pontes spent her
day ON volunteering with Many
Helping Hands in Cambridge.

CC Members Arletty
Lopez (second from left)
and Eric Johnson (right)
spent their MLK Day with
Students from the Boys
and Girls Club of Greater
Lowell at the Smith Family Fund MLK celebration.

CC Member Marion Calabro, spent
her MLK Day volunteering in the
Habitat for Humanity Re-store.
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Program Spotlight:

Middlesex Community College

are building through these experiences. One of the
roles of the career liaison is to help students
identify these skills and have the ability to
articulate them in a job interview or college essay.
Bringing the career liaison to the students
ensures that each student is getting exposure to
MCC Commonwealth Corps Members (from
these important topics on a regular basis.
left to right), Karonika Brown, Jenna Engelsen, Weasnar Nay, and Gabrielle Medina.

Middlesex
Community
College
(MCC),
collaborative in nature and innovative in practice,
educates, engages, and empowers a diverse
community of learners. Through transformative
opportunities, we challenge and support every
student to succeed and lead. Recognizing equity
and inclusion as the foundation for excellence and
creativity, MCC meets the evolving educational,
civic and workforce needs of our local and global
communities.

All four members have demonstrated increased
confidence in themselves, their public speaking
skills, and their own personal career knowledge.
When they began in August they were concerned
about the lack of experience that they brought into
the position. After a few short months, they have
developed a knowledge base in career work and are
confidently presenting in-front of groups of up to
200 people.
Karonika Brown’s supervisor says, “Karonika fills a
long-time gap in the academic support center, by
offering students career-focused help. Now, not only
can students come to get help with coursework, but
they can get the career guidance, and resume
critiquing that they need to move beyond their time
at Middlesex. Karonika has been fundamental in
providing this support to students, and her studentfocused attitude makes her a major asset here!”

Four Commonwealth Corps Members are currently
serving as Career Liaisons in a half-time capacity,
focused on providing services for students that
prepare them for career planning. Commonwealth
Corps Members serve within four different
departments at MCC to reach a variety of students
Jennifer Engelsen’s supervisor remarks, “In her time
in need of increasing their skillsets and knowledge
here at Middlesex Community College, I have
base on the career process. Each member conducts
witnessed Jenna strengthen her leadership and
workshops, attends cohort meetings, and meets
organization skills, as well as increase the quality of
with students one on one. With an increased
our workforce development workshops that we are
emphasis on workforce development, CC Members
focus their efforts on working with students
involved in leadership experiences on
"Working with Wes from Commonwealth
campus. MCC students gain tremendous
Corps has benefitted my life. The support
co-curricular experiences through
I've gained through this connection is
roles such as peer tutoring,
beautiful and these skills will stay with me
supplemental instruction leaders, peer
forever.”
mentors,
Jumpstart
volunteers,
Rachel Rader,
multicultural clubs and more; however,
member of the
students don’t always realize what skills they
Civic Engagement cohort
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able to offer our students.”
Gabrielle Medina’s supervisor shares that “In the six
months that Gabrielle has served in our Office of
International & Multicultural Affairs, she has
assisted over 75 students seeking professional and
career guidance, highlighting their talents and
building their confidence in their multifaceted skill
sets. Gabrielle has also provided the staff with a
transformative perspective of peer mentoring,
recruitment, and volunteer management for
departmental programs
focusing on the
development of a diverse population of students.”
Weasnar Nay’s supervisor writes, “Serving in the
Center for Leadership and Engagement, Wes has
developed workshops for MCC’s diverse groups:
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Jumpstart, Peer Mentors and students selected to
participate in the week long Alternative Spring
Break Service Trip to New Orleans. Each group has
unique needs, and Wes has exhibited
professionalism and enthusiasm working with MCC
students and staff. I believe Wes may have also
developed an interest in Career Development as a
possible field to pursue.”
I am looking forward to their continued growth over
the next few months.
- Melissa Chaves Welch, Achievement Coach
Middlesex Community College

Member Spotlight: Gabrielle Medina
The positive push
from faculty members at Middlesex
Community College is truly what
drew me to the
Commonwealth
Corps. They identified my strengths
and potential to
succeed within this
Name: Gabrielle “Gabby” Medina
volunteer experiAge: 22
ence and encourHost Site: Middlesex Community
aged me to apply.
College
This, in addition to
Hometown: Lowell, MA
the Commonwealth
Current city/town: Lowell, MA
Corps’ emphasis on
personal
growth
and development, made me realize that this experience could be an excellent opportunity to develop my
professional skills and personal character.
While serving as a Commonwealth Corps Member, I
have accomplished many goals here at MCC. One specific accomplishment was being able to successfully
facilitate a presentation on the importance of career
development, in my own personal and individualized
way. By using my own career development stories
and experiences within presentations, students have

felt comfortable coming to me for advice and resume
help. Another success that I have achieved was being
able to present to Lowell High School Students on
professional development and career goals. I believe
that the time and effort my fellow Corps Members
and I put into sharing our knowledge base and expressing the importance of career development will
help these students succeed in the future.
In addition to giving positivity to my host site, I have
managed to gain and strengthen my own skill base as
well. One key skill that I have vastly improved upon is
public speaking. I never expected, in a million years,
to be in a position in which I am constantly called upon to present in front of a large audience of people.
This has not only become a part of my daily service,
but I feel I am becoming increasingly effective and
comfortable in front of a large number of students. In
addition to public speaking, I have learned a multitude of skills around the background mechanics that
are necessary to successfully run the Multicultural
Office, in which I serve the most.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps I have
strengthened skills and surpassed goals that I did not
believe were possible. Also, because of the Commonwealth Corps, I am confident that I will complete this year with career skills and a knowledge
base that will be extremely beneficial for my future
endeavors.
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Member Spotlight: Karonika Brown
As a current and
longtime student
at
Middlesex
Community College I received
several notifications, last Spring
semester, advertising the position as a ComName: Karonika “Kay” Brown
monwealth Corps
Age: 32
Member. At the
Host Site: Middlesex Community
time, I had limCollege
ited knowledge
Hometown: Lowell, MA
of the CommonCurrent City/town: Lowell, MA
wealth Corps and
the Massachusetts
Service Alliance; however, I knew I was interested in
giving back and becoming more involved within the
MCC community. Since, the CC career liaison position
sounded interesting to me, I decided to look further
into the position and the CC volunteer program.
While serving in the Academic Centers for Enrichment
department at MCC, I have been able to help prepare

many students for the career force by creating and refining their resumes, cover letters, college applications/
essays, and ePortfolios through individual appointments and workshops. Through our service in this position, students are able to get one-on-one careerrelated tutoring, a resource that was not previously
available to them. My team members and I have also
reached out to the local high school and extended our
services to the freshmen students with 4 additional
workshops.
Throughout this experience, I have grown immensely in
my personal and professional endeavors. One major
personal accomplishment was introducing our State
Auditor, Suzanne Bump, on Constitution Day in September. Although I was nervous, this gave me a muchneeded confidence boost and an excellent opportunity
to practice my public speaking.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps, I have been
able to gain more knowledge of the abundant resources available to MCC students, develop meaningful relationships with students and faculty, gain valuable professional skills, and give back to this fantastic
college and community.

Member Spotlight: Jenna Engelsen
When I finished
my master’s degree this past May
in Lowell I was
feeling a little lost
and overwhelmed
with
the
job
search. I knew I
was interested in
higher education,
but I wanted to
Name: Jennifer “Jenna” Engelsen
Age: 24
learn more about
Host Site: Middlesex Community
the different deCollege
partments
and
Hometown: Roscoe, IL
roles offered within
Current City/Town: Lowell, MA
the higher education realm. I have
grown up in a family who has spent a lot of time volunteering and being involved in the community, so I was
excited when I heard of this opportunity.
Through my service at Middlesex Community College I have been able to meet with many students to
help them on their individual professional goals, create

and present workshops for various groups of students
across campus, and serve as an advisor for a student
leadership and development conference. Through
these experiences I have been able to meet with so
many hardworking and dedicated students that have
forever changed my life. Many of the students and other staff I have met have helped me develop as a professional, find work-life balance, and make more connections in the community.
This experience has helped me gain a better understanding of what goes on behind the scenes in higher
education and has confirmed my interest in working in
this field.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps, I have been
able to make connections in the higher education
field, gain professional references, connect with students and other community members, and make so
many friends that I never would have met otherwise.
My fellow MCC CC Members have been a wonderful
source of friendship and support, and my supervisors
have been pushing me and helping me grow and develop as a professional.
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Member Spotlight: Weasnar Nay

Going into this
year, having had an
amazing
experience serving in the
past with AmeriCorps, I knew I
wanted to continue with another
year of professional
development
and rewarding serName: Weasnar “Wes” Nay
vice within the
Age: 27
community. I knew
Host Site: Middlesex Community
that the CommonCollege
wealth Corps was a
Hometown: Dracut, MA
great
organization to
Current city/town: Dracut, MA
be a part of, especially for civic and
community engagement, and I thought it would be a
great opportunity to reach my goals.
Within the Middlesex Community College community
that I serve, I have been able to cultivate relationships
with various people. Through daily connections, I have
had the opportunity to help people in many different
ways, including career development and professionalism. I have also received great responses and feedback
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from the supervisors of the cohorts of students that I
serve. In addition, the constant communication with
faculty members and students at my host site has enabled me to set up workshops and presentations that
can be the most beneficial to them and their own professional development and career growth. I have never
facilitated presentations before, and this experience
has provided me insight into the preparation and planning necessary to have a successful and engaging
event.
I have been deeply impacted by many of the workshops that I have attended through the MSA and the
stories I have heard. I have learned to let go of fears
that I had, as well as to develop SMART goals, which
have helped me to set up both short and long term
personal and professional goals. However, the skill that
I have developed the most is public speaking. I believe
this skill with help me immensely in my future career.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps, I have been
able to learn and grow with people who share the
same passion as me. Not only has the Commonwealth
Corps provided me access to a group of like-minded
individuals, but I have also been able to explore a
multitude of different and interesting professional
areas.

Upcoming Events for Current Members & Supervisors
 February Member Reflection Sessions (and More Than Words Volunteer Opportunity):
 Tuesday 2/23 11am-3pm in Boston (at MTW) or Thursday 2/25 10:30am-12:30pm in Lowell (at MCC).
 February 24, 2016 (12pm): Commonwealth Corps RFP Due The RFP can be found at www.mass-service.org.
 March “Finishing Strong” CC Member Trainings and April Reflection Sessions:
 Members, please fill out the scheduling poll for our March and April Trainings!
 Thursday, April 14, 2016: MSA’s Service and Volunteerism Day Join MSA at the State House to hear from

remarkable community heroes, as they share how they are meeting local needs, inspiring others to serve, and
making a difference in Massachusetts. (10:00am-12:00pm)
 CC Member/Alumni luncheon and reflection session will be held directly after the event from ~ 12-3pm.

This is open to current Commonwealth Corps Members and Alumni. More details to follow.
SAVE THE DATE!
 Monday, June 20th, 2016 (10am-3pm): CC Celebration of Service Join MSA at the State House for this pro-

gram-wide opportunity for all current members and host sites to celebrate the past year of service with their
peers, alumni, and special guests. Morning reflection session; afternoon public celebration. Details to come.

*Remember to check the CC Resources Page regularly for details and registration information*

Commonwealth Corps Newsletter
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Alumni Spotlight: Cassie Lawson
I served as a
Commonwealth
Corps Environmental Educator with the
Buzzards
Bay
Coalition during
the 2012-2013
service
year.
This
position
combined my
Name: Cassie Lawson
love of working
Age: 26
with youth, pasHometown: Duxbury, MA
sion for spendTerm of service: 2012-2013
ing time outdoors and carCommonwealth Corps Host Site:
Buzzards Bay Coalition
ing for the enviService Location: New Bedford, MA
ronment, and
Current residence: Providence, RI
interest in community service.
I was excited to
serve in a region in which I had not spent much time,
despite having grown up nearby.
As a Commonwealth Corps Member, my primary role
was to create, plan, and deliver outdoor exploration
programs that connected youth around Buzzards Bay
to the natural resources in their communities. These
programs aimed to support academic achievement and
help build an ethic of environmental stewardship. The
education team and I developed and delivered
schoolyard ecology programs for fourth grade students
at several schools in the region. Each Friday morning
we explored life at the beach with two New Bedford
fourth grade classes during a shell scavenger hunt. We
also partnered with other schools and groups in the
region to connect youth to their local environment. In
addition, part of my service involved recruiting and
managing volunteers.

A highlight from my year of service was developing a
program for families with young children called “Itty
Bitty Bay Explorers.” Through this series of four programs, families with young children explored different
local habitats, such as beaches, salt marshes, and forests. The Coalition continues to offer this program and
has increased the number of sessions offered. Interest
in the program continues to grow.
My year as a Commonwealth Corps member serving
with the Coalition helped me to grow professionally
and personally. It enabled me to serve communities
around the Bay while providing me with extensive experience in the field of environmental education. I developed my leadership and communication skills and
built confidence in my abilities as an educator. My experience led me to try classroom teaching. However, in
June of 2015, I was fortunate to return to the Coalition
on staff as the Outdoor Educator. I manage our youth
education programs, as well as our adult and family
Bay Adventure programs. It has been wonderful to
work alongside our two current Commonwealth Corps
Members, Lauren and Lynne, and past member, Tanya,
currently serving at Buzzards Bay as an AmeriCorps, as
they serve thousands of youth and adults through
hands-on, outdoor exploration programs. It is exciting
to witness the growth and impact of the education
team as we engage communities around Buzzards Bay
in new and different ways.
Because of the Commonwealth Corps, I’m building a
career that allows me to learn and grow and enables
me to connect with local communities through programs that encourage exploration of the incredible places
around Buzzards Bay.

Opportunities for Alumni: Sharing Your Skills and Experience
We welcome Commonwealth Corps Alumni to share
their stories via newsletter spotlights and other venues, as well as to share their skills and experience with
current CC Members and alums. If you are interested
in leading a training, webinar, or conference call on a

relevant topic, please contact CC Program Manager
Susie Flug (sflug@mass-service.org). MSA is also always happy to write letters of recommendation or
complete loan forgiveness forms and is looking for your
ideas on how we can expand alumni programming.

Commonwealth Corps Newsletter
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MSA Member and Supervisor Development Opportunities: January 2016

From left, host site supervisor Frank Murphy,
CC Member Aminata Dukuly, and CC Program
Assistant Amy Mulvena, pictured on a tour of
ACE directly after the January CC Transitions
training session in Worcester, MA.

In January, MSA provided training for members on
“Commonwealth Corps Transitions: Sustaining Your
Service and Your Development.” The trainings were
graciously hosted by the Boston Foundation and the
United Way of Central MA.

The Midyear Host Site Meeting, hosted at Bentley University, was an opportunity for MSA to connect with all
host site partners, review common successes and challenges from this service year so far, foster peer support
and learning, and build our CC community.

On Monday, January 25th, our second member-led webinar, 6 Volunteer Management Tips, was facilitated by Zoe Banning.
*If you are interested in creating your own member-led webinar
please look over the guidelines here and email Amy with your potential topic (Alumni and host site representatives are welcome to
facilitate a webinar as well).*

Massachusetts
Service Alliance
100 North Washington Street, 3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02114
Contact: Susie Flug
Commonwealth Corps Program Manager
P. 617-542-2544 Ext. 202
F. 617-542-0240
Email: sflug@mass-service.org
Newsletter Editor: Amy Mulvena
Commonwealth Corps Program Assistant
P. 617-542-2544 Ext. 202
Email: amulvena@mass-service.org

The Commonwealth Corps, a state-funded
program administered by the
Massachusetts Service Alliance, engages
Massachusetts residents of all ages and
backgrounds in a stipended term of
service designed to strengthen
communities, address unmet needs and
increase volunteerism.

Learn more at
www.mass-service.org

Stay Connected...
Whether you’re a
current member, host site
partner, alum, or other
supporter, we invite you to
stay connected with the
Commonwealth Corps and
MSA.
Feel free to email
Program Manager Susie
Flug
(sflug@massservice.org) with questions
or updates, and please
connect with us via
Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter.
Alumni and supporters
are always welcome to
share their skills and
experiences with current
members.
Click Here!
Click Here!
Click Here!
Click Here!

Commonwealth Corps Impact: First Half of the Year
In January, MSA received Midyear Host Site Progress Reports. The stories they
shared of member impact and growth were inspiring. As of mid-January:


Over 1,300 community volunteers have been recruited or managed by our
members.



Over 26,800 additional volunteer hours have been provided by those volunteers.



Over 5,300 unique individuals have been directly impacted by our members'
service.



Over $551,000 of cash or in-kind support have been leveraged by our members.
We look forward to continued community and organizational impact, as well as
member growth and development, over the remainder of this service year.

Because of Commonwealth Corps we….
Are able to provide over 120
teens with positive programs
that promote academics,
healthy lifestyles, good character and citizenship!

Have been able to provide
more hours of direct service to
our clients with more intentional and impactful results!

Quotes from the CC Midyear Host Site Training

